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I) QED-corrections in Flavour Physics “….. becoming an active field and a precision frontier” 

• Overview of Methods in increasing structure dependence (resolving the Mesons)    

Meson a point particle Meson with partons! 

•  Good -convergence (attention to large logs)  ✅  
                                                      

αQED

Analytic approaches (SCET & more to come):

•  (Soft)-collinear Factorisation, absorbing unphysical IR-divergences) more complicated than in QCD!   ⚡ ⚡ ⚡      
                                   

“Scalar QED” 
PHOTOS MC 
Bordone,Pattori, Isidori ’16 B->Kll

Meson EFT B->Kll 
Isidori Nabeebaccus, RZ ’20

Chiral Perturbation Theory  
K->πlν ’00  Cirigliano, Knecht,  
                  Neufeld,… 
K-> πll, ’10 Kubis et al

Lattice -  
proposed ’15 - Sachrajda and Rome group 
K->l ν fist results 
more to come other groups Portelli, Guelpers

SCET-  
 Beneke, Bobeth, Szafron’17’19 
 Beneke, de Boer, Teolstede,Vos’20

Bs → μμ
B → Kπ

Inclusive b-> ell 
Huber, Lunghi, Misiak, Wyler ‘05  
Huber, Hurth, Lunghi ’15 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Overview of rare mode B-> Kll

• scalar QED:  B,K= point particle - PHOTOS & Bordone, Pattori, Isidori’16  
- compute real and infer virtual logs from cancellation in rate (good variables) 
- check -histogram against PHOTOS and it looks good mBrec

RK

•  meson EFT:  B,K partially resolved form factor expansion  Isidori Nabeebaccus, RZ ’20 
 - compute real,virtual (“partial finite terms”), -logs O(2%) in rate & establish (non)-cancellations of logs  
 - fully double differential (no need to resort to kinematic approximations for mirgation)   
   (cf. app A.2.or backups  for BIP’16 -comparison)

ln mK /mb

1) Proof (by gauge invariance) no further dangerous logs by structure dependance !

2) Cancellation depends collinear logs depends on kinematic variables 
 
 
             

 theoretically clean observable, (more) solid  ground RK

Do collinear logs cancel at differential level (photon inclusive case)? 

no

yes

R
es

ul
ts
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• structure depend approach:  in progress in collinear factorisation  
                                                  get finite terms & improved   ….ln mK /mb

hopefully next time ….. 

After summary - main talk starts  
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Moments in  B-> Kll

K B
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q2 = (ℓ1 + ℓ2)2

d2

dq2dcθℓ

Γ =
lmax

∑
l=0

l

∑
m=−l

Mlm(q2, cθℓ)Pm
ℓ (cθℓ

)

Mlm ∝ ∫
1

−1
dcθℓ

Pm
l (cθℓ

)
d2

dq2dcθℓ

Γ

• Hypothesis: (a) no QED-corrections  
                    (b) dim=6 Heff (standard one) 

Then it’s well understood that  as only S- & P-wave in amplitude lmax = 2
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QED-corrections in B->Kll

Γ(B → Kℓℓ) + Γ(B → Kℓℓγ) = Γ(0)(1 +
α
π

O(1))
small in photon inclusive rate  
(no logs by unitarity e.g. Bloch-Nordsiek, KLN) 

• However, sizeable (logs) 
1) differential in  
2) differential in photon   e.g. photon energy cut-off 

(q2, θℓ)
ΔE

α
π

O(1) →
α
π

O(1)ln
mℓ

mb
ln

ΔE
mb

O(1%) O(10 + % )
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Hopfer, Gratrex, RZ’15QED-Moments in  B-> Kll the 2015 perspective 
Generalised helicity formalism for EFT 

•  with (no) QED B->Kll 1-> 3(2) process} 
no: (ll)-pair = “1-particle” :   
with: richer:  
                                                 

lmax = 2
lmax = ∞

Proposed to assess QED in higher moments (i.e. l>2) 
(soft)-collinear logs would lead to sizeable moments 

⇒

Mee
l>2 ≫ Mμμ

l>2

re
la

x 
co

nd
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on
  a

) 



QED-Moments in  B-> Kll the 2020 perspective 

dΓ
dq2

|hard−col. ∝ Q2
ℓ1

α
π

• A splendid formula (hard-collinear logs) from LO-differential rate 

universal splitting 
function for fermion to 

photons 

al
so

 h
ol

ds
 w
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No sizeable  QED in higher moments (i.e. l>2) 
as no higher moments @LO !!

Mee
l>2 ≈ Mμμ

l>2

⇒

cancellation of logs in 
photon inclusive rate 
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QED-Moments in  B-> Kll the 2021 chase of perspective 

Mee
l>2 ≈ Mμμ

l>2

What is the new bottom line? 

1.Test experimentally                                (hard for electrons) 

2.Predict  from theory ⇒ need structure dependent approach Mℓℓ
l>2

Meson EFT QED-moment 

paper makes limited sense

• Can we test for light NP using higher muon moments?   cf. Altmannshofer’s talk 
If new physics really light then what ?  (which we can also predict)  ΔC10,12

(A) Compare  to experiment.
(B) Test for New Physics (NP) relax assumptions b) ithen dim= 8,10 Heff 

Mμμ
l>2

Heff ⊃
C8

Λ2
NP

b̄γ{μ
↔
D ν}s ℓ̄γ{μ

↔
D ν}ℓ
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• Theorists wish:   from experiment (Bresmstrahlung removed)Mℓℓ
l>2(q

2) |photon−cuts & Mℓℓ
l>2(q

2
0) |photon−cuts

A lot of useful information can be extracted ⇒

Now, Patrick will give you an idea why this is not traighforward…. 



Electrons at LHCb
Electrons lose energy from two ways in LHCb:

• Bremsstrahlung
• FSR - modelled with PHOTOS

LHCb tracking reconstruction

4

Bremsstrahlung − I
› Electrons emit a large amount of bremsstrahlung that results in
degraded momentum and mass resolutions

› Two types of bremsstrahlung

CERN SeminarSimone Bifani 11

Upstream
brem

Downstream
brem

» Downstream of the magnet
- photon energy in the same
calorimeter cell as the electron
- momentum correctly measured

» Upstream of the magnet
- photon energy in different
calorimeter cells than electron
- momentum evaluated after
bremsstrahlung

Air

Part-Reco Background − I

Simone Bifani 19

› Partially-reconstructed backgrounds arise from decays involving higher
K resonances with one or more decay products in addition to a Kp pair
that are not reconstructed
› Large variety of decays, most abundant due to B→K1(1270)ee and

B→K2
*(1430)ee

CERN Seminar

64 CHAPTER 5. PATTERN RECOGNITION

Velo tracks contain only hits of the Vertex Locator. They can travel in the back-
ward direction, or in the forward direction at a su�cient polar angle to leave
the detector before the Tracker Turicensis. The L0 trigger uses the backward
Velo tracks in its determination of the interaction multiplicity, as described in
subsection 3.5.1. Velo tracks can have a pseudorapidity which is lower than
the region occupied by Upstream and Long tracks. This makes the uncer-
tainty on the impact parameter of such a Velo track smaller than of the Long
and Upstream tracks, allowing the primary vertex to be determined more pre-
cisely.

Upstream tracks consist of hits from both the Vertex Locator and the Tracker Turi-
censis. These can be low momentum particles, which are bend out of the de-
tector acceptance in the magnet region, before they reach the T stations. They
are used by RICH1 for kaon reconstruction, which allows for flavour tagging
in B-meson decays.

Long tracks have hits in all tracking sub-detectors, so they traverse the entire for-
ward tracking region. This provides them with the most accurate momentum
estimate of all track types. These tracks are the dominant input for physics
analyses.

Downstream tracks have hits in the Tracker Turicensis and the T stations, but not
in the Vertex Locator. They are of interest when looking for long lived Ks and
⇤b particles, which decay outside of the VELO.

T tracks contain only hits of the Inner Tracker and Outer Tracker. These tracks are
used for pion and kaon reconstruction in RICH2.
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Figure 5.1: Counting IT and OT as one sub-detector, Long tracks traverse all track-
ing sub-detectors. The Velo, Upstream, Downstream, and T tracks cross subsets of
the tracking sub-detectors, as shown in this illustration.

R. Coutinho (UZH) - b → sl+l- Workshop

The electron identification at LHCb relies on a few detector features 

ECAL matching global procedure 

Bremsstrahlung photons extrapolation 

Track energy deposition in the PS and extrapolated                          

particle trajectory into HCAL

Theory comparison against PHOTOS:   

Number of  events that are missed 
at the generation level due to the 
choice of  the invariant mass  

Three scenario evaluated:  

5175 < m(K+µ+µ-) < 5700 MeV/c2  
4880 < m(K+e+e-) < 5700 MeV/c2  

Phys. Rev. Lett. 113 (2014) 151601 

4500 < m(K+e+e-) < 5700 MeV/c2  

Examine specifically the region of  

Distribution of  all events in a full 
q2 region is shown on the right
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R. Coutinho (UZH) - EWP WG meeting

Simulated observables for the predictions 
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B+ → K+J/ψ(µ+µ−)

B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−)

Figure 4.2: Distributions of m(ℓ+ℓ−) for B+ → K+J/ψ(µ+µ−) and B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) simulated

Run 1 events. In the case of B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−), the mass peak is much wider and shows extended

tails to the left and right. The tail to the left is due to unrecovered bremsstrahlung. The tail to the right

corresponds to recovered bremsstrahlung which, due to noise or the finite resolution of the calorimeter,

has an over-estimated energy.

and tracking efficiency depend strongly on the amount of material in the detector, which

must be well known to reproduce the efficiency in simulated events. Moreover, the trigger

efficiency and bremsstrahlung recovery depend on the performance of the calorimeters,

which is affected by e.g. ageing and the occupancy of the detector. Both ageing effects

and the occupancy are poorly modelled in the simulation.

The differences in the detection of K+e+e− and K+µ+µ− final states have two con-

sequences for the analysis. First, due to the smaller electron detection efficiency, the

precision of the analysis is statistically limited by the yield of B+ → K+e+e− events.

Second, the systematic uncertainties can be expected to be dominated by effects related

to the detection of electrons. In fact, the muon detection efficiencies have been shown

to be under good control in previous LHCb analyses, in particular the angular analysis

of B0 → K∗0µ+µ− [34]. The present analysis therefore focuses primarily on maximising

the B+ → K+e+e− signal significance, and on demonstrating that the estimate of the

B+ → K+e+e− selection efficiency is well controlled. In order to capture the effect of the

trigger and calorimeter performance, as well as to control the electron tracking efficiencies

and their dependence on the amount of material in the detector, control samples selected

from the data are used to correct the simulation.

64

Effect of QED is sub-dominant with respect to bremsstrahlung - but that doesn’t mean it 
doesn’t matter!

of the detector, which is known to be badly modelled in the simulation. In order to improve

the precision on sn, ∆µ and sσ, the partially-reconstructed background is removed by

requiring mJ/ψ
DTF(K

+e+e−) > 5.2 GeV in addition to the rest of the selection. Hence, the

only backgrounds that are present in this fit are the combinatorial and B+ → π+J/ψ(e+e−)

mis-ID, which are modelled in the same way as in the constrained mass fit.

−++

+−+ψ→+

+π−+ψ→+

−++

+−+ψ→+

+π−+ψ→+

−
−

∆µ = −11.23 ± 0.35

sσ = 1.108 ± 0.005

sαr
= 1.161 ± 0.012

Nsig = 149700 ± 400

Ncomb = 26 ± 9

λ = 0.0100 ± 0.0019
Nπ

NK
= 0.44 ± 0.05%

∈ 0.46 ± 0.05%

r0γ = 26.25 ± 0.24%

∈ 25.25 ± 0.25%

r1γ = 51.8 ± 0.5%

∈ 49.8 ± 0.5%

Figure 8.6: Fit to m(K+e+e−) for B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) events in the Run 2 data, and the pull between

the fit function and the data points. The different components of the fit are indicated in the legend, where

‘prc’ stands for partially-reconstructed background. The free-floating parameters are displayed in the

table to the right of the figure. Constrained parameters are shown below the line at the bottom of the

table, where the notation ∈ µ± σ indicates the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the constraint.

For the rare mode, the signal peak is modelled with a sum of three double CB’s, the

parameters of which are fixed from a fit to B+ → K+e+e− simulated events. For the fit

to the data, the parameters ∆µ, sσ and sn are fixed to the values obtained from the fit to

the resonant mode. There are three kinds of backgrounds in this fit. The first background

is the partially-reconstructed background, fitted with a kernel function obtained from the

m(K+e+e−) distribution in simulated B0 → K∗0e+e− events. The second background

is the combinatorial background, which is modelled with an exponential function. The

third background is leakage of B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) events, fitted with a kernel function

obtained using B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) events. The yield of this component NJ/ψ leak is

Gaussian-constrained using the B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) yield obtained from the fit shown

130

~50%~15% CERN-THESIS-2019-044
R. Coutinho’s talk at Munich

Many plots have been taken from Thibaud 
Humair’s thesis: CERN-THESIS-2019-044

http://cds.cern.ch/record/2675308?ln=en


How is it controlled
• Shape difference between data/MC obtained from J/psi mode. This difference is assumed to 

translate to rare mode.

• Simulation shows that the correction is nicely portable.

• What would happen if QED effects are vastly different between the two modes?

12
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Figure 7.15: Fit to the mass m(e+e−) for B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) data events (left). The data points are

shown in black, the total fit function is shown with a red line and the signal component with a dotted

black line. The combinatorial background component is too low to be visible. The fit is performed in all

bremsstrahlung categories separately, but the figure shows the three categories combined. Fit functions to

the m(e+e−) distributions (right) in data (dotted black, same as the dotted black shape on the left plot),

simulation with no smearing (blue) and simulation after smearing (red). Both plots are made using events

in the eTOS category and Run 2 data-taking conditions.

m(e+e−) — and therefore q2— is smeared to obtain msmeared, in such a way that if m

follows a Gaussian distribution of width σ and mean µ, msmeared will follow a Gaussian

distribution of width sσ · σ and mean µ+∆µ. The width scale factors vary mildly across

bremsstrahlung categories and are all close to sσ ≈ 1.1. The shift factor ∆µ varies between

−10 and 10 MeV depending on the bremsstrahlung category. Fig. 7.15 right shows the

fitted shapes for msim(e+e−), msmeared(e+e−) and µdata(e+e−) on B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−)

events, showing the improved agreement between simulation and data after applying the

smearing. As expected, some small discrepancy remains in the description of the right

tail, as the smearing does not impact the tail parameters. The systematic related to this

discrepancy is computed in Sec. 9.8. The mass m(K+e+e−), the resolution of which is

dominated by the electron momentum resolution, is also smeared according to the exact

same method and with the same smearing factors.

It is expected that smearing the q2 distribution has an impact on the fraction of rare

events that migrate in and out of the range 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2. These fractions, before

and after applying the smearing, are shown in Tab. 7.2. It can be seen that although the

fraction of events migrating inside the q2 range is not negligible, the impact of applying

the smearing to the simulation is limited, changing the number of events migrating in by

only ∼ 1% of the number of events in 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2.
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Table 7.2: Number of B+ → K+e+e− events migrating in and out of the range 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2,

expressed as a percentage of the total number of events in the true range 1.1 < q2true < 6.0 GeV2. These

fractions are estimated using simulated events in both Run 1 and Run 2 data-taking conditions, with

and without applying the smearing. The first two columns show the fraction of events from the true

range 1.1 < q2true < 6.0 GeV2, that migrate inside the reconstructed range 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2. The third

column show the fraction of events inside the true range that stay in the reconstructed range, and the

last two columns show the fraction of events that migrate from inside the true range to outside of the

reconstructed range.

up→in [%] down→in [%] in→in [%] in→up [%] in→down [%]

Run 1

No smearing 8.00± 0.23 0.34± 0.05 96.94± 0.14 1.31± 0.10 1.75± 0.11

smearing 7.90± 0.23 0.43± 0.06 96.83± 0.15 1.53± 0.10 1.65± 0.11

Run 2

No smearing 7.77± 0.18 0.48± 0.05 96.86± 0.12 1.40± 0.08 1.74± 0.09

smearing 8.78± 0.20 0.36± 0.04 96.50± 0.13 1.39± 0.08 2.11± 0.10

7.9 Summary and list of efficiencies

The total efficiencies related to the B+ → K+J/ψ(ℓ+ℓ−) and B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− modes, as

well as the fractions f q2 , computed taking into account all corrections as well as the ghosts,

are listed in Tab. 7.3. The individual efficiencies defined in Eq. 7.1 are listed in Appendix C.

The efficiency difference between the J/ψ mode and the rare mode mostly stems from the

fact that the selection for the rare mode contains the q2 cut 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2. The

fractions of B+ → K+ℓ+ℓ− events which, at generator level, are within the true q2 range

1.1 < q2true < 6.0 GeV2 are:

f q2(B+ → K+e+e−) = 29.72± 0.05%, (7.14)

f q2(B+ → K+µ+µ−) = 26.75± 0.04%. (7.15)

A more complete list of efficiencies, factorised down according to Eq. 7.1, is shown

in Appendix C.
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• Migration in and out of q2 bin very small, unlikely to be 
an issue in any case.

• Only possible problem would be in the B mass shape. This was 
checked for rare mode*. Should we also check the J/psi?

CERN-THESIS-2019-044

Imperfection here leads to 
negligible systematic.

Smeared MC

*Bordone, Isidori, Pattori, arXiv:1605.07633

MC
Data

CERN-THESIS-2019-044



Why it’s probably fine

After correction J/ψ shape looks good.

13

PHOTOS cross-checked with independent calculation, things look under 
control. 

Only impact would be on Mass shape (bin migration barely affected).

Shapes between J/ψ and rare mode very similar in simulation.

—>Everything should be under control.

Bordone, Isidori, Pattori
arXiv:1605.07633

Still, can we test it to make sure? 



How to test it
• Could we compare cos(θl) distributions between J/ψ and rare mode?


• Problem: QED effect very correlated with B mass.


• Can we control this enough to make precise enough test?


• Another problem: Veto to reject                                               cuts out cos(θl) region.
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• Would we learn anything from looking at the muon channel?

<latexit sha1_base64="SNO8EFCzVEQagFjM+MfojwhMhEU=">AAACKnicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm2ARKtIyU0Rd1roR3FSwF+i0QyZN29BMZkgyQhnmedz4Km66UIpbH8RM24Vt/SHw5T/nkJzfCxmVyrKmRmZjc2t7J7ub29s/ODwyj08aMogEJnUcsEC0PCQJo5zUFVWMtEJBkO8x0vRGD2m9+UqEpAF/UeOQdHw04LRPMVLacs37qqMCWGi5MU5SeurGxcQhjHXjqwQ6PHLj9JbA1iWc28VlG7pm3ipZM8F1sBeQBwvVXHPi9AIc+YQrzJCUbdsKVSdGQlHMSJJzIklChEdoQNoaOfKJ7MSzVRN4oZ0e7AdCH67gzP07ESNfyrHv6U4fqaFcraXmf7V2pPp3nZjyMFKE4/lD/YhBnUmaG+xRQbBiYw0IC6r/CvEQCYSVTjenQ7BXV16HRrlk35TKz9f5SnURRxacgXNQADa4BRXwCGqgDjB4Ax/gE3wZ78bEmBrf89aMsZg5BUsyfn4BEKmmcQ==</latexit>

B ! (Xc ! K�`+⌫`X)`�⌫`X

LHCb-PAPER-2021-004, arXiv:
2103.11769



What about the J/ψ mode?
• J/ψ mode would not suffer from this problem.
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• Cannot calculate cos(θl) after any mass constraint as that would remove sensitivity to it.
of the detector, which is known to be badly modelled in the simulation. In order to improve

the precision on sn, ∆µ and sσ, the partially-reconstructed background is removed by

requiring mJ/ψ
DTF(K

+e+e−) > 5.2 GeV in addition to the rest of the selection. Hence, the

only backgrounds that are present in this fit are the combinatorial and B+ → π+J/ψ(e+e−)

mis-ID, which are modelled in the same way as in the constrained mass fit.
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= 0.44 ± 0.05%

∈ 0.46 ± 0.05%

r0γ = 26.25 ± 0.24%

∈ 25.25 ± 0.25%

r1γ = 51.8 ± 0.5%

∈ 49.8 ± 0.5%

Figure 8.6: Fit to m(K+e+e−) for B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) events in the Run 2 data, and the pull between

the fit function and the data points. The different components of the fit are indicated in the legend, where

‘prc’ stands for partially-reconstructed background. The free-floating parameters are displayed in the

table to the right of the figure. Constrained parameters are shown below the line at the bottom of the

table, where the notation ∈ µ± σ indicates the mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the constraint.

For the rare mode, the signal peak is modelled with a sum of three double CB’s, the

parameters of which are fixed from a fit to B+ → K+e+e− simulated events. For the fit

to the data, the parameters ∆µ, sσ and sn are fixed to the values obtained from the fit to

the resonant mode. There are three kinds of backgrounds in this fit. The first background

is the partially-reconstructed background, fitted with a kernel function obtained from the

m(K+e+e−) distribution in simulated B0 → K∗0e+e− events. The second background

is the combinatorial background, which is modelled with an exponential function. The

third background is leakage of B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) events, fitted with a kernel function

obtained using B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) events. The yield of this component NJ/ψ leak is

Gaussian-constrained using the B+ → K+J/ψ(e+e−) yield obtained from the fit shown

130

• How about:


• Measure cos(θl) distribution with no constraints.


• Turn PHOTOS off and determine migration matrix.


• Publish unfolded spectrum (and efficiency corrected).

• How would one validate the unfolding matrix? Seems difficult without relying on some QED 
model.


• How do we avoid chasing our tail here? Fold in different QED models?

CERN-THESIS-2019-044
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Conclusions 

• Cross checking PHOTOS against dedicated Monte Carlo using INZ’20  
at different  for  and  differential rate will be a good sanity check  q2 RK B → Kℓℓ

• 2020-perspective: use higher moments to test light-NP. 
Theory prediction necessitates structure dependent effects: precision frontier & active field 

Understand  what we do, 

 but what exactly does PHOTOS do? 

• The way we correct experimentally means that we implicitly assume no large differences between J/ψ 
and rare mode.

• Explicitly checking electron mode in data seems difficult, perhaps intractable.

• Muon or J/ψ modes more feasible - would those give us the information we want?

= 1.7 % vs 3.0 %
INZ’20 BIP’16 

experimental treatment

slight LFU-violation  

(needs corrected for) 
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BACKUP THEORY 
STUFF 



Cancellation of logs (photon-inclusive)*

d2Γ
dq2dcℓ

d2Γ
dq2

0dc0

soft

soft-collinear

collinear

yes yes

yes yes

cancel?

no yes

* use photon energy cut-off - all done analytic  
 (technical aspect: soft energy and angular integral shown to be separately Lorentz-invariant!)
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• Note: once photon energy cut-off restored (all logs come back)

Γ(ΔE) = ∫ΔE

d2Γ
dq2dcℓ

dq2dcℓ = ∫ΔE

d2Γ
dq2

0dc0
dq2

0dc0
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Q: Are the collinear logs universal?

Or if -meson resolved (structure dependence), further collinear logs?   B, K

C(ΔE)method 1 = C(ΔE)method 2
?

• Write in meson-EFT:         A(1) = Q̂ℓ1
aℓ1

+ δA(1)

.Q̂2
ℓ1 ∫γ

|aℓ1
|2 = O(1) Q̂2

ℓ1
ln mℓ1

+ … whereas .∫γ
Rest → finite*

mℓ1
→ 0

collinear-log IR-safe

1)

2) Hence  , no new real collinear logsδA → δA + AB,K
structure

3) Since real & virtual cancel (in  variables),  
no new virtual collinear logs either

q2
0 , c0

* by gauge invariance: collinear region:   A = ϵμAμ ⇒ ℓμ
1 Aμ = 𝒪(mℓ1

)
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A: yes, no new col.-logs  due to gauge invariance ln mℓ1



Difference between BIP and INZ 

sizeable in electron mode at low  ca 8% q2


